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Abstract

Given a string, what is its complexity? We survey what is known about the computa-
tional complexity of this problem, and describe several open questions.

1 Introduction

There are many different ways to define the “complexity” of a string. Indeed, if you look up
“complexity” in the index of Downey and Hirschfeldt [23] you’ll find that the list of entries for
this single item extends over more than two full pages. And this list barely mentions any of
the computable notions of complexity that constitute much of the focus of this article.

All of these notions of “complexity” seem to share some common characteristics. First:
determining complexity is hard; even among those notions that happen to be computable, there
does not seem to be any widely-studied notion of complexity where the complexity of a string
is efficiently computable. Secondly: there is a paucity of techniques that have been developed,
in order to show that it is a computationally hard problem to determine the complexity of a
string. Indeed, since complexity theory almost always resorts to reducibility in order to show
that certain problems are hard, we are led to the problem of studying the class of problems
that are reducible to the task of computing the “complexity” of a string, for different notions
of “complexity”, and under different types of reducibility.

The goal of this article is to give an overview of what is known about this topic (including
some new developments that have not yet been published), and to suggest several directions
for future work.

2 Preliminaries and Ancient History

One advantage of writing a high-level survey, is that the author is permitted the luxury of
providing only a high-level overview of various important definitions, leaving the details to be
found in the cited references. So let us indulge in this luxury.
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Kolmogorov complexity (in all of its many variations) provides the best tools for quantifying
how much information a string x contains. In this survey, the only two versions of Kolmogorov
complexity that will be considered are the plain complexity C(x) and the prefix-free complexity
K(x). But the reader will be reminded at key moments that the measures C and K actually
represent an infinite collection of measures CU and KU , indexed by the choice of “universal”
Turing machine that is used in defining Kolmogorov complexity. For more formal definitions
and background, see [23].

We will be especially concerned with the set of random strings, and with the overgraph of
these complexity functions:

Definition 2.1. Let U be a universal Turing machine.

• RKU
= {x : KU (x) ≥ |x|}. This is the set of K-random strings.

• RCU
= {x : CU (x) ≥ |x|}. This is the set of C-random strings.

• OKU
= {(x, k) : KU (x) ≤ k}. This is the overgraph for K.

• OCU
= {(x, k) : CU (x) ≤ k}. This is the overgraph for C.

As usual, we suppress the “U” when the choice of universal machine is not important. We will
be considering several other measures µ of the complexity of strings. For any such measure µ,
we will refer to Rµ = {x : µ(x) ≥ |x|}, and similarly Oµ is {(x, k) : µ(x) ≤ k}.

A binary string x of length N can also be viewed as a representation of a function fx : [N ] →
{0, 1}. When N = 2n is a power of two, then it is customary to view fx as the truth table of
an n-ary Boolean function, in which case computational complexity theory provides a different
suite of definitions to describe the complexity of x, such as circuit size CSize(x), branching
program size BPSize(x), and formula size FSize(x).1 For more background and definitions on
circuits, formulas, and branching programs, see [50].

Definition 2.2. The Minimum Circuit Size Problem MCSP is the overgraph of the CSize func-
tion: MCSP = {(x, k) : CSize(x) ≤ k}.

The study of MCSP dates back to the 1960’s ([49], see also the discussion in [15]). More
recently, Kabanets and Cai focused attention on MCSP [32] in connection with its relation to
the “natural proofs” framework of Razborov and Rudich [43]. In Section 3 we will review what
is known about MCSP as a candidate “NP-intermediate” problem: a problem in NP−P that is
not NP-complete.

Although it was recognized in the 1960’s in the Soviet mathematical community that MCSP
had somewhat the same flavor as a time-bounded notion of Kolmogorov complexity [49], a
formal connection was not established until the 1990’s, by way of a modification of a time-
bounded version of Kolmogorov complexity that had been introduced earlier by Levin.

1These measures can be extended to all strings by appending bits to obtain a string whose length is a power
of 2 [8].
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The “standard” way to define time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity is to define a measure
such as Ct

U (x) = min{|d| : U(d) = x in at most t(|x|) steps}. In contrast, Levin’s definition
[36] of the the measure Kt combines both the running time and the description length into
a single number: Kt(x) = min{|d| + log t : U(d) = x in at most t steps}. Levin’s motivation
in formulating this definition came from its utility in defining optimal search strategies for
deterministic simulations of nondeterministic computations.

The connection between CSize and time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity provided by [8] is
the result of replacing “log t” by “t” in the definition of Kt, to obtain a new measure KT. In
order to accommodate sublinear running-times as part of this definition (so that KT(x) can be
much less than |x|), the technical description of what it means for U(d) = x is changed. Now
U is given random access to the description d, and – given d and i – U determines the i-th bit
of x. (For formal definitions, see [8].) This time-bounded measure KT is of interest because:

• KT(x) is polynomially-related to CSize(x) [8]. (In contrast, no such relation is known for
other polynomial-time-bounded variants of Kolmogorov complexity, such as the “stan-
dard” version Cn2

mentioned above.)

• By providing the universal machine U with an oracle, variants of other notions of Kol-
mogorov complexity are obtained. For instance, with an oracle A that is complete for
deterministic exponential time, KTA(x) is essentially the same as Kt(x). Similarly, if
A is the halting problem (or any problem complete for the c.e. sets under linear-time
reductions), then KTA(x) and C(x) are linearly-related [8].

• The connection between MCSP and KT carries over also to the relativized setting. One
can define CSizeA(x) in terms of circuits with “oracle gates”, and thus obtain the language
MCSPA. KTA(x) is polynomially-related to CSizeA(x). This has been of interest primarily
in the case of A = QBF, the standard complete set for PSPACE; see Section 3.

Other resource-bounded Kolmogorov complexity measures in a similar vein were presented in
[15]: KF is polynomially-related to FSize, and KB is polynomially-related to BPSize. Note in
this regard the following sequence of inequalities:

C(x) ≤ K(x) ≤ Kt(x) ≤ KT(x) ≤ KB(x) ≤ KF(x)

(where, as usual, all inequalities are modulo an additive O(1) term). In the other direc-
tion, K(x) ≤ C(x) + O(log C(x)), whereas there is no computable function f such that
Kt(x) ≤ f(K(x)). It is conjectured that the other measures can differ exponentially from
their “neighbors”, although it is an open question even whether KF(x) ≤ Kt(x)2. (In fact, this
question is equivalent to a question about the nonuniform circuit complexity of the determin-
istic exponential time class EXP [15].) Related measures have been introduced in [8, 2, 15] in
order to connect (deterministic and nondeterministic) space complexity, nondeterministic time
complexity, and “distinguishing” complexity.

We will also need to mention one other family of “complexity” measures. Consider a 2n×2n

matrix M with rows indexed by n-bit strings i that are viewed as possible inputs to a player
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in a 2-person game, named Alice. The columns are similarly indexed by strings j that are the
possible inputs for another player, named Bob. The (deterministic) communication complexity
of M , denoted DCC(M), is the minimal number of bits that Alice and Bob must communicate
with each other in order for them to know M(i, j). Thus if x is any string of length 22n, we will
define DCC(x) to be equal to DCC(M), where we interpret x as a 2n × 2n matrix M . There is
also a nondeterministic variant of communication complexity, which we will denote NCC. The
only fact that we will need regarding NCC is that, for all x, NCC(x) ≤ DCC(x). For more about
communication complexity, see [34].

The reader will encounter various complexity classes in these pages, beyond the familiar P,
NP, and PSPACE. There are three versions of probabilistic polynomial time (ZPP = RP∩coRP ⊆
RP ⊆ BPP), and the exponential-time analogs of P and NP (EXP and NEXP), as well as small
subclasses of P defined in terms of classes of circuits (AC0 ⊆ TC0). We refer the reader to
[17, 50] for more background on these topics.

3 The Minimum Circuit Size Problem

There are few “natural” problems that have as strong a claim to NP-Intermediate status, as
MCSP. To be sure, there are various problems that are widely used in cryptographic appli-
cations, such as factoring and the discrete logarithm problem, that are widely suspected (or
hoped) not to have polynomial-time algorithms – but if it turns out they are easy, then they
don’t bring a large class of other problems with them into P. In contrast, if MCSP is easy, then
there are large ramifications.

3.1 Reductions to MCSP

Kabanets and Cai showed that if MCSP is in P/poly, then every potential cryptographically-
secure one-way function is easy to invert on a substantial portion of its range [32]. Subsequently,
it was shown that every language in the complexity class SZK lies in BPPMCSP [9], thereby
providing strong evidence, based on the structure of complexity classes, that MCSP lies outside
of P.2 “SZK” stands for “Statistical Zero Knowledge”, and it contains the graph isomorphism
problem, as well as a great many problems whose presumed intractability is essential for the
security of well-studied cryptosystems. For this survey, the reader will not need to know much
about zero-knowledge interactive proofs, which are used in order to define SZK. It will suffice
to know that every language in SZK is contained in NP/poly∩ coNP/poly, and thus this class is
in some sense “close” to NP∩ coNP. It will also be important to know that SZK is best defined
in terms of “promise problems”, and that some of these promise problems are in fact complete
for SZK.

A promise problem consists of two disjoint sets Y and N , called the Yes-instances and
the No-instances, respectively. A solution to the promise problem (Y, N) is any language that

2In spite of this “strong evidence”, the only unconditional lower bound known for RKT and MCSP is that
neither is in AC0 [8]. It is not even known whether these problems lie in AC0[2] (that is, AC0 augmented with
parity gates).
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contains Y and is disjoint from N . When we say that MCSP is hard for SZK under BPP
reductions, we mean that, for every promise problem in SZK, there is a probabilistic oracle
Turing machine M that accepts with very high probability on all of the Yes-instances and
rejects with very high probability on all of the No-instances, but M might have acceptance
probability close to 1/2 on other instances.

In order to establish that MCSP is hard for SZK, [9] presents a BPP reduction from the
standard complete problem for SZK, called SD, for “Statistical Difference”. The input to SD
consists of a pair of circuits (C,D) defining probability distributions. The Yes instances consist
of pairs (C,D) such that these probability distributions are very close, and the No instances
consist of pairs for which the probability distributions are quite far apart.

There are a few things to mention about this reduction:

• The same proof establishes that the set of KT-random strings RKT is also hard for SZK, as
well as the overgraph of the KT function OKT. In fact, until very recently, every efficient
reduction to MCSPA or OKTA for any oracle A carried over to the more restrictive problem
RKTA . (Note that, for every measure µ, Rµ≤p

mOµ.) This is because, until very recently,
all such reductions have proceeded by using derandomization techniques, using RKTA as
a statistical test to foil pseudorandom generators.

• Motivated by the fact that SZK is a class of promise problems, one can define a promise
problem related to MCSP, such as the problem Gap-MCSP with Yes instances consisting
of {x : KT(x) ≤

√
|x|} and No instances consisting of {x : KT(x) ≥ |x|/2}. The proof

in [9] establishes that every promise problem in SZK is in Promise-BPPA for every set A
that is a solution to Gap-MCSP.

For certain problems in SZK, more restrictive reductions to MCSP are known. It is shown in
[8, 45] that factoring and Discrete Log are in ZPPMCSP, and Graph Isomorphism lies in RPMCSP

[9]. As with the reductions mentioned above, these also carry over to OKT and RKT, and they
are proved using the same suite of techniques.

Thus it is of interest that a fundamentally different type of reduction is given in [13],
showing that the Graph Automorphism problem is in ZPPOKT . It is still not known whether
Graph Automorphism is in ZPPMCSP or ZPPRKT .

Open Question 3.1. Is Graph Automorphism in ZPPMCSP and/or in ZPPRKT? Until the
appearance of [13], the problems OKT and RKT had been viewed as convenient proxies for MCSP,
such that a theorem that was proved for one of the problems would hold for all of them. Similarly,
the different versions of RKTU

(for different universal Turing machines U) had been viewed as
being more-or-less equivalent, and different versions of MCSP (say, with “size” defined in terms
of number of gates instead of number of wires, or with a slightly different set of allowable gates,
etc) were viewed as being more-or-less the same set. We do not know of any theorem that can
be proved for one version of RKTU

and not for another, and we do not know of any theorem that
holds for one version of MCSP and not for another – but we also do not know of any efficient
reduction between these different versions. [13] provides the first example of a reduction that
is known to hold for OKT but does not carry over to these related problems. Is this merely a
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shortcoming of the proof as presented in [13], or is there really a significant difference in the
complexity of these problems?

It is shown in [15] that the problem of factoring Blum integers is in ZPPRKB and in ZPPRKF ,
and it is shown in [35] that factoring Blum integers is also in ZPPRDCC . (A number x is a Blum
integer if x = pq for two primes p and q such that p and q are both congruent to 3 mod 4.
Factoring Blum integers is generally considered to be roughly as difficult as the general factoring
problem.)

Open Question 3.2. Is there a significant subclass of SZK that reduces to RKF? In particular,
if we consider the restriction of the standard SZK-complete problem SD, where instead of the
input being a pair of circuits (C,D), the input is a pair of formulae (C,D) does this restricted
problem reduce to RKF? And does this restricted problem capture many of the natural problems
that are known to lie in SZK? (Related questions can be asked about RKB.)

Branching programs are restricted circuits, and formulae are restricted branching programs.
This is the best explanation that we have, for the facts that we can currently reduce fewer
problems to OFSize than to OBPSize, and we can currently reduce fewer problems to OBPSize
than to MCSP. But perhaps this intuition is not valid at all. It is known that if we further
restrict the formula size problem OFSize to formulae in disjunctive normal form, then the
resulting problem is NP-complete under ≤p

m reductions [38]. (See also [16].) Contrariwise,
the problem of computing nondeterministic communication complexity (a more powerful model
than DCC) is also NP-complete [41, 37]. This might lead the reader to wonder whether MCSP
and these other related problems are not all NP-complete. What reason is there to believe that
we cannot reduce all of NP to problems such as MCSP? This is the topic that is addressed in
the next section.

3.2 Complete, or Not Complete? That is the question.

Although there is currently no strong evidence that MCSP is not NP-complete, there is a great
deal of evidence that no proof of NP-completeness will be found anytime soon.

In order to present this evidence, let us briefly recall some of the more common types
of reductions. The reader is probably familiar with polynomial-time and logspace many-one
reducibility, denoted by ≤p

m and ≤log
m , respectively. With very few exceptions [1], problems that

are known to be complete for NP and other complexity classes under ≤p
m and ≤log

m reductions
are even complete under reductions computed by AC0 circuits. Most of the important NP-
complete problems are also complete under another type of restrictive reducibility: sublinear-
time reductions. For a time bound t(n) < n, we say that A ≤t

m B if there is a polynomial-time
computable function f such that for all x, x ∈ A ⇔ f(x) ∈ B where in addition, the function
that maps (x, i) to the i-th bit of f(x) is computed in time t(|x|) by a machine that has random
access to the bits of x. Those reductions are all more restrictive than ≤p

m reductions. We also
need to mention the less restrictive notion known as polynomial-time truth-table reductions
≤p

tt, also known as nonadaptive reductions.
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Table 1 presents information about the consequences that will follow if MCSP is NP-complete
(or even if it is hard for certain subclasses of NP). The table is incomplete (since it does not
mention the influential theorems of Kabanets and Cai [32] describing various consequences if
MCSP were complete under a certain restricted type of ≤p

m reduction). It also fails to adequately
give credit to all of the papers that have contributed to this line of work, since – for example –
some of the important contributions of [40] have subsequently been slightly improved [30, 14].
But one thing should jump out at the reader from Table 1: All of the conditions listed in
Column 3 (with the exception of “FALSE”) are widely believed to be true, although they all
seem to be far beyond the reach of current proof techniques.

Table 1: Summary of what is known about the consequences of MCSP being hard for NP under
different types of reducibility. If MCSP is hard for the class in Column 1 under the reducibility
shown in Column 2, then the consequence in Column 3 follows.

class C reductions R statement S Reference

TC0 ≤n1/3
m FALSE [40]

TC0 ≤AC0
m LTH3 6⊆ io−SIZE[2Ω(n)] and P = BPP [14, 40]

TC0 ≤AC0
m NP 6⊆ P/poly [14]

P ≤log
m PSPACE 6= P [14]

NP ≤log
m PSPACE 6= ZPP [40]

NP ≤p
tt EXP 6= ZPP [30]

The case in favor of MCSP being an NP-intermediate problem would be stronger if there
were some unlikely consequences that were known to follow if MCSP were NP-complete. Some
indirect evidence of this sort is available, if we consider relativized versions of MCSP and KT,
such as MCSPQBF and KTQBF. This is explained below.

Unlike RKT and MCSP, for which no completeness results are known, MCSPQBF and RKTQBF

are both complete for PSPACE under ZPP reductions [8]. The analogous problems MCSPE and
RKt (and also R

K2n2 ) are complete for EXP under P/poly-Turing reductions and NP-Turing

reductions [8] (where E can be any standard complete problem for DTIME(2O(n))). However,
it is rather unlikely that these are complete under deterministic (uniform) reductions, as is
highlighted in Table 2.

The main lesson from Table 2 is that even problems that appear much harder than MCSP

(such as the PSPACE-complete problem MCSPQBF, and the EXP-complete problem MCSPE)
cannot be hard for NP unless unlikely consequences follow. However, this does still not imply
that MCSP itself is unlikely to be NP-hard, since we know of no deterministic reduction from
MCSP to the (apparently harder) problems MCSPQBF and MCSPE .

Although it might seem intuitively clear that MCSP must be no harder than MCSPA, this
intuition is suspect. Hirahara and Watanabe have shown that, if MCSP 6∈ P, then there is an

oracle A such that MCSP 6∈ PMCSPA

[28]. In the same paper, they consider problems that are
3LTH is the linear-time analog of the polynomial hierarchy. Problems in LTH are accepted by alternating

Turing machines that make only O(1) alternations and run for linear time.
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Table 2: Summary of what is known about the consequences of MCSPQBF and RKTQBF (and
related problems in EXP) being hard for various classes (under different types of reducibility).
If the problem in the first column is hard for the class in Column 2 under the reducibility shown
in Column 3, then the consequence in Column 4 follows.

problem class C reductions R statement S Reference

MCSPQBF TC0 ≤AC0
m FALSE4 [14]

MCSPQBF P ≤log
m EXP = PSPACE [14]

MCSPQBF NP ≤log
m NEXP = PSPACE [14]

MCSPQBF PSPACE ≤log
m FALSE [14]

RKTQBF PSPACE ≤log
T FALSE [8]

MCSPE NP ≤p
m NEXP = EXP [14]

RKt EXP ≤p
tt FALSE [8]

R
K2n2 EXP ≤p

T FALSE [19]

“oracle-independent” reducible to MCSP by probabilistic reductions that make only one query.
(All known reductions to MCSP – other than the identity reduction of MCSP to itself – are
“oracle-independent” reductions in the sense of [28].) They show that all such problems lie in
the complexity class AM ∩ coAM.

Open Question 3.3. Could the SZK lower bound on the complexity of MCSP be tight? For
instance, could Gap-MCSP lie in SZK? The results of [28] are intriguing here, since every
promise problem in SZK has a solution in AM∩ coAM ⊆ NP/poly∩ coNP/poly. It would be very
interesting to place MCSP or RKT in any subclass of NP, but we seem quite far from this goal.

Open Question 3.4. Contrariwise, might MCSP be complete for NP under P/poly reductions
(in the same way that the corresponding problems are complete for PSPACE and EXP under
P/poly reductions)? Or might it lie in the high hierarchy of [46]? If so, then it would be
“nearly” NP-complete.

Open Question 3.5. Can one show unconditionally that MCSP (or RKT) is not complete for
NP under ≤AC0

m ? Or can one derive some unlikely consequences from these sets being complete?
(Some related questions are discussed in [4].)

Open Question 3.6. There are many intriguing questions concerning the complexity of the
set of Levin-random strings, RKt. Although this set is complete for EXP (under P/poly and NP
reductions), it is not known whether RKt is in P. Can this be resolved? Or would it imply the
resolution of some long-standing open problem in complexity? Also, it is known that RKt is in
ZPP if and only if EXP = ZPP [8]. This is exactly the conclusion one would obtain if RKt were
complete for EXP under ZPP reductions – and yet it remains unknown whether RKt is complete
under this type of reducibility.

4It is not explicitly stated in [14] that this consequence is FALSE, but it is stated that, under this condition,
NPQBF 6⊆ PQBF/poly, which is equivalent to PSPACE 6⊆ PSPACE/poly, which is, of course, false.
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3.3 Relationships Among Measures

It is believed that most of the measures mentioned in this section are not polynomially-related
to each other. In fact, a large table is presented in [15], showing that, for most pairs of measures
µ1 and µ2 mentioned in this section, the question of whether µ1 and µ2 are polynomially-related
is equivalent to some well-known open question in complexity theory.

However, there are some noteworthy relationships that should be mentioned, regarding
DCC and FSize. Kushilevitz and Weinreb [35] showed that there is a polynomial-time routine
that, given a bitstring x of length N = 22n, will produce a string M of length 24n, which
can be interpreted as the matrix for a communication game, called ENEx with the property
that DCC(ENEx)−n − 1 ≤ FDepth(fx) ≤ .886 · DCC(ENEx)+n + O(log n), where “FDepth”
measures the minimal formula depth of a function. (This is a consequence of the following
results of [35]: Claim 3.3(iv) yields the first inequality, while the second inequality follows
from Claim 3.3(iii) and Theorem 3.6.) Since FSize(fx) ≤ 2FDepth(fx) ≤ FSize(fx)1.71 [48], we
have FSize(fx) ≤ 2n(2.886·DCC(ENEx))nO(1) ≤ 21.886nFSize(fx)1.515nO(1). This appears to be a
very poor approximation, but since fx is a Boolean function on 2n variables, even a factor of
21.886n is not overwhelming, and this still means that, with an oracle for the overgraph of DCC,
ODCC, we can distinguish between those strings x where FSize(fx) is very large, and those x
where FSize(fx) is very small; this is exploited in [35]. Some additional results relating DCC to
problems such as MCSP have been explored by Raviv [42].

Open Question 3.7. Is there a significant subclass of SZK that reduces to ODCC? Are there
more connections between DCC and the other complexity measures studied here?

Shallit and Wang introduced a complexity measure on strings based on finite-state automata,
called Automatic Complexity [47]. A related measure based on nondeterministic finite automata
has been introduced by Hyde and Kjoos-Hanssen [31].

Open Question 3.8. Are there any interesting relationships between the Automatic Complexity
measure of Shallit and Wang, and any of the other measures mentioned in this section? Is there
any evidence that Automatic Complexity (or the related measure of [31]) is computationally
intractable?

4 Complexity Classes and Noncomputable Complexity Mea-
sures

Up to now, this article has focused primarily on decidable problems such as MCSP and RKTA

for computable oracles A. In this section, we survey some intriguing connections between
computational complexity theory and noncomputable measures such as C and K.

As discussed in the previous section, there has not been much success using deterministic
reductions to exploit the power of problems such as MCSP; PMCSP is not known to contain
any problems of interest, other than MCSP itself.
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The situation is different for reductions to RC and RK . (For ease of exposition, let “R”
stand for either of these sets for the time being; the following results hold, no matter which
of these measures is used.) Although there are some negative results, showing that EXP and
problems outside of P/poly cannot be reduced to R using restricted ≤p

T reductions (such as
disjunctive truth-table reductions or reductions that make a limited number of queries) [7, 29],
there are also two striking positive results:

Theorem 4.1. Let R denote either RC or RK . Then

• PSPACE ⊆ PR. [8].

• BPP ⊆ PR
tt. [18] (where PR

tt is the class of problems reducible to R via ≤p
tt reductions.)

Of course, since it is still an open question whether PSPACE = P, this does not uncon-
ditionally show that access to R provides a computational speed-up. But in the context of
nondeterministic reductions to R, there is a striking speed-up:

Theorem 4.2. Let R denote either RC or RK . Then

• NEXP ⊆ NPR [7].

• EXPNP ⊆ PNPR

[26].

The initial reaction of the reader might be to ask if there is any real content to these
theorems. Perhaps every computable set is efficiently reducible to R? Indeed, if we consider
nonuniform reductions to be “efficient”, then this is the case:

Theorem 4.3. HALT ∈ PR/poly [8].

However, if we consider only reductions computed by Turing machines, then the situation
becomes more complicated. Kummer showed that HALT≤dttRC [33], but the running time of
his reduction depends on the choice of the universal Turing machine U defining C complexity.
For some choices of U the running time can be as little as doubly-exponential time [7], but
for other choices of U the running time can be forced to be as slow as any given computable
function [7]. On the other hand, it is still open whether or not HALT ∈ PRCU for some (or even
every) choice of U . If that is the case, then indeed Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are of little interest
when R = RC .

Open Question 4.4. Is there any universal machine U such that HALT ∈ PRCU ?

Much more is known about the case where R = RK . The question of whether or not
HALT≤ttRKU

depends on the choice of U [39]; see also [11] for an alternate proof. (Day has
explored the analogous question for other Kolmogorov complexity measures [22].)

The inclusion from Theorem 4.1 that states PSPACE ⊆ PRK is actually shorthand for
PSPACE ⊆

⋂
U PRKU , since the inclusion holds for every choice of universal machine U . It

turns out that by explicitly considering the intersection over all U , one can obtain useful upper
bounds:
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Theorem 4.5. [12, 21]
⋂

U P
RKU
tt ⊆ PSPACE and

⋂
U NPRKU ⊆ EXPSPACE. The techniques

of [12] also allow one to show
⋂

U PNPRKU ⊆ EXPSPACE.

This theorem relies crucially on the result of [21] that there are no undecidable sets in⋂
U PRKU

Resorting back to using PRK as a shorthand for
⋂

U PRKU , we can thus summarize our
knowledge about these classes as:

BPP ⊆ PRK
tt ⊆ PSPACE ⊆ PRK

PSPACE ⊆ NEXP ⊆ NPRK

NEXP ⊆ EXPNP ⊆ PNPRK

⊆ EXPSPACE

That is, although the oracle RKU
is not even decidable (for any U), the class PRK

tt yields a
complexity class between BPP and PSPACE. Similarly, the complexity of PSPACE is bounded
above and below by adaptive and non-adaptive access to the oracle RK .

4.1 Can the PSPACE Bound Be Improved?

In this section, let us focus on the inclusions BPP ⊆ PRK
tt ⊆ PSPACE.

The paper [10] investigates whether the PSPACE upper bound on PRK
tt can be improved to

PSPACE∩P/poly. [10] found a connection to proof theory, and presented a collection of theorems
(provable in ZF) with the property that, if the theorems were provable in certain extensions of
Peano Arithmetic, then the PSPACE ∩ P/poly upper bound would hold. Any hopes that this
might be how to show a P/poly bound were dashed by the next paper [6], which showed that
the statements in question really are independent of the given extensions of PA.

However, on the positive side, [6] showed that the PSPACE∩P/poly upper bound does hold,
in a related setting. [6] defined a class analogous to PRK

tt in terms of time-bounded K-complexity
(with very large time bounds, so that they can be considered to be reasonable approximations
to RK). More precisely, consider the class of problems that are in P

RKt

tt for all large-enough time
bounds (such as Ackermann’s function, and beyond). [6] shows that this class lies between BPP
and PSPACE∩P/poly. Hirahara and Kawamura present a different restriction on reductions to
RK and RC , yielding a class that lies between BPP and NPNP [27].

This is one of the main considerations that leads us to conjecture that PRK
tt actually coincides

with BPP [3]. Although it is still open whether PRK
tt is contained in P/poly, the results of [6]

show that, if containment in P/poly does not hold, then it relies on the ability of nonadaptive
poly-time reductions to distinguish between RK and (for example) Ackermann-time-bounded
K-random strings.

Let us assume for the moment that PRK
tt ⊆ P/poly. This means, in particular, that it

is unlikely that PRK
tt contains NP. Yet EXPRK

tt contains NEXP, and thus there must be some
critical time bound T when DTIME(T (nO(1)))RK

tt first contains NP.
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Open Question 4.6. Does this occur for subexponential T? More generally, if BPP = PRK
tt ,

and the popular conjecture that BPP = P also holds, then RK provides no useful power for
nonadaptive poly-time reductions. On the other hand, if EXP 6= NEXP, then nonadaptive EXP-
reductions to RK do provide significant power. At what point does this additional computational
advantage kick in?

4.2 Can One Characterize NEXP?

The same paper [3] that contains the conjecture BPP = PRK
tt also contains a conjecture that

NEXP = NPRK . (Weak) support for this conjecture comes largely from the fact that the
inclusion NPRK ⊆ EXPSPACE is proved by first observing that every NP-Turing reduction can
be simulated by a nonadaptive EXP-reduction that asks only queries of polynomial length, and
then observing that the inclusion PRK

tt ⊆ PSPACE scales up to show that EXPRK
tt ⊆ EXPSPACE.

It seems that one is throwing a lot away by replacing an NP-reduction by an EXP reduction,
which would seem to indicate that the EXPSPACE upper bound is not tight.

Hirahara’s recent result that EXPNP ⊆ (∆p
2)

RK [26] might, at first blush, seem to argue
against the conjecture that NEXP = NPRK . That is, giving NPRK to a poly-time oracle Turing
machine yields not merely PNEXP, but also all of EXPNP, which seems to be significantly
larger than PNEXP. (For instance, PNEXP is contained in NEXP/poly, whereas EXPNP is in
NEXP/poly iff it collapses to PNEXP.) However, this heuristic argument implicitly assumes

that
⋂

U (∆p
2)

RKU is equal to P
T

U NPRKU – and it is not at all clear that this equality should
hold. Thus it is conceivable that NEXP = NPRK and (∆p

2)
RK = EXPNP.

Currently, the best upper bound for NPRK is EXPSPACE. However, there has been move-
ment on a related front, as explained in the next paragraph.

The study of distinguishing random from pseudorandom distributions has led to very pow-
erful insights and techniques. In this context, Vadhan and Gutfreund explored the class of
problems that can be reduced to distinguishing random from pseudorandom in a very general
sense [25]. They showed that all languages that can be reduced in a restricted sense to distin-
guishing random from pseudorandom lie in PSPACE, but the best upper bound for the general
class of languages is EXPSPACE [12].

Hirahara has also shown [26] a better upper bound for this class: SEXP
2 – the exponential-

time analog of Sp
2 (which is a class that lies in ZPPNP [20]). In particular, this class can be

recognized by exponential-time alternating machines that make at most one alternation (in
contrast to the EXPSPACE upper bound, which is exponential time with no bound on the
number of alternations).

Open Question 4.7. Can the EXPSPACE upper bound on NPRK be improved, to something
much closer to NEXP?

12



4.3 Promise Problems, Again

An alternative approach is to seek characterizations of BPP and NEXP in terms of reductions
to the promise problem with “yes instances” consisting of those x such that K(x) ≥ |x|/2, and
“no instances” consisting of x such that K(x) <

√
|x|. Let us call this the Gap-K-complexity

problem.

Open Question 4.8. We have not succeeded in characterizing BPP or NEXP in terms of
efficient reductions to RK . Might one have a greater chance of success by considering efficient
reductions to the Gap-K-complexity problem?

The complexity classes that reduce to RK also reduce to any solution to the Gap-K-
complexity problem. Furthermore, all of the upper bounds that are proved in [12] carry over
to this setting, and one obtains several other side-benefits. Note that it is no longer necessary
to take the intersection over all universal machines U , since they all satisfy the promise. In a
similar say, it is no longer necessary to distinguish between C and K complexity, since the gap
between the Yes and No instances dwarfs the difference between the different measures. Also,
there is a useful quantifier swap that applies: If a language B reduces to a promise problem
(Y, N), it means that for every solution A to the promise problem (Y, N), there is a reduction
from B to A. However, it is known [24, 44] that if this happens then there is also a single
reduction that reduces B to every solution of (Y, N).

There is a long history of promise problems being used to understand complexity classes
(such as SZK among many other examples), and this might be a better way of elucidating the
connection between Kolmogorov complexity and complexity classes.

5 Conclusions

This rambling account is intended to gather together some recent (and not-so-recent) develop-
ments, regarding the complexity and computational power of determining the “complexity” of
a string, using various notions of complexity. The reader should be cautioned that some of the
open questions that are listed occurred to the author while he was writing the paper, and some
of them might be quite easy to answer. Happy hunting!
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